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1.Daily uncertainties
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April 2021



March 2022



Uncertainty permeates reality

• `The most harrowing contemporary fears are born of existential 
uncertainty'' [Z. Bauman, 2007]


• ``Uncertain is the natural state of things'' [S. Parsons, 2001]


• To represent and manage knowledge, we have to recognize and manage 
uncertainties (different kinds of uncertainty) 

• Let’s see some examples
•



Text interpretation

• “Swish un blunt, a swishland/Bling Blaow come i Beatles/Blessing, Tic Tac, le 
prendo dal mattino”


• Understand irony



Evaluate a purchase 

•Do we have enough information to spend 1355€?
•

oroa.com, 1355€ amazon.com, 9.39€

http://oroa.com
http://amazon.com


Risk assessment

• Order by decreasing probability


1. Being struck by lightning in 80 years


2. Dying in a plane crash


3. Winning at the lottery (superenalotto)


4. Guessing the code of an ATM card



Decision making

• Which ice-cream flavor to choose


• Positive side of uncertainty (there does not exist only the flavor “KitKat al té verde 
Macha”!)


• P. Vidali, F. Neresini, “Il valore dell’incertezza”, Mimesis Edizioni, 2015


• A physician has to make a diagnosis


• Evaluation of symptoms and exams


• Image analysis (x-rays, tomography scan,…) 




Uncertainty Representation and Machine Learning

How most algorithms need data

"Data is not a perfect representation of reality: It’s a fundamentally human 
construct, and therefore subject to biases, limitations, and other meaningful 
and consequential imperfections." Andrea Jones-Rooy, NYU



Uncertainty representation and Machine Learning

How data are



Uncertainty Representation and Communication
2020

• https://www.francescocosta.net/2020/03/19/dati-ufficiali-illusione-ottica/


• https://www.ilpost.it/2020/03/27/tamponi-lombardia-fontana-coronavirus/


• https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-
without-reliable-data/

• (Different kind of ) 
missing data


• non uniform in time and 
space


• selection bias

https://www.francescocosta.net/2020/03/19/dati-ufficiali-illusione-ottica/
https://www.ilpost.it/2020/03/27/tamponi-lombardia-fontana-coronavirus/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/


Uncertainty Representation and Communication
2021

• Anche in questo caso, i vaccini


• https://www.valigiablu.it/sospensione-vaccino-comunicazione-scientifica/


• “cosa viene comunicato, cioè l'oggetto dell'incertezza e la sua fonte”


• “il livello e la magnitudine di questa incertezza”


• “come comunicare l'incertezza, cioè in quale forma e con quali espressioni”


• “perché comunichiamo l'incertezza, cioè a quale scopo e quali possono essere gli effetti di questa 
comunicazione”

https://www.valigiablu.it/sospensione-vaccino-comunicazione-scientifica/


Risk assessment - solution

1. Being struck by lightning in 80 years: 1/10.000


2. Guessing the code of an ATM card: 1/90.000


3. Dying in a plane crash: 1/11.000.000


4. Winning at the lottery (superenalotto): 1 su 622.614.630



2. A bit more formally



Definition of uncertain (Merriam-Webster) 

1. Not known beyond doubt, not having certain knowledge, not clearly 
identified or defined

2. Not constant, variable
3. Indefinite, indeterminate
4. Not certain to occur
5. Not relaible, untrusthworthy
●
Definition by negation, however, not always has a negative role

•



Different forms of uncertainty - examples

• Uncertainty meant as an imperfection in information due to different causes 


• Objects, Agents, Properties: an agent has an opinion on the properties of the 
objects


• Example: objects=cars, properties={color, years}


• Different tools to handle uncertainty —> Beyond probability



Incomplete Information

• Missing values


• I want to decide if ``That car is yellow'' is true/false and… I do not know the color of the 
car


• Imprecise values: ``the car is between 10 and 15 years old”


• Missing properties, the existing properties are not enough to describe some objects


• Example: objects = patients, properties=symptoms 


• Symptoms are not enough to understand if x has illness y


• I know the extension of the set (the objects/patients) and not the intension, i.e., the 
description (the properties/symptoms)



Randomness and vagueness

• Impossibility to establish the truth (randomness)


• ``Tomorrow it will rain’’


• Vagueness/graduality


• ``That car is fast”


• What does it mean fast? 


• It is a gradual information (we could assign a degree of speed)


• Context dependence: 1916 ≠ 2016, formula 1 ≠ compact car



Not reliable information

• Conflicting information


• Different agents with different opinions. Example: 


Agent A ``I have seen D. Ciucci in Milano on 23 March 2022 at 12''


Agent B ``I have seen D. Ciucci in Rome on 23 March 2022 at 12''


• Pros/cons


• Example/counterexamples


• Not complete trust: we do not have a complete trust in our data


• Example:  ``Giulia’s car is red or black, surely not blue”, “I have low confidence that Marco’s 
leg is broken”



Beyond probability
Different tools to handle uncertainty —> Beyond probability

Beyond probability

Extending probability


- Belief functions


- Imprecise probabilities

Different from probability


- Possibility Theory/Logic


- Fuzzy Sets/Logic


- Modal Logic


- Interval Sets


- Rough Sets



The uncertainty of uncertainty classification 

• There exists several forms of uncertainty
• Several proposals to classify them, usually in the form of a taxonomy
• These classifications differs in term of 

• Scope: the wideness of the field embraced by that classification
• Criteria:  source of uncertainty, entailed problems, way to handle, …



Scope: general taxonomy 

• A taxonomy with the scope of being universal, that is to capture all 
kinds of uncertainty and not specific to a particular field

• Taxonomies in the next slide are taken from
• Simon Parsons “Qualitative Reasoning Under Uncertainty”, MIT 

Press,  2001



Scope: general taxonomy 



General taxonomy: some comments 

• The root is always ignorance
• No term occurs in all the taxonomies
• Some appear in 3 out of 4, but not always in the same “position” (e.g. 

vagueness)
• Different terms may refer to the same problem

• Ambiguity/inconsistency: impossibility to distinguish between 
alternatives

• More or less detailed classification (in the examples, from 9 to 23 
types) 

•



General taxonomy: some comments (Parsons)  

1. “A complete and consistent analysis of all the many varieties of 
uncertainty involved in human thinking and revealed in human 
language is a philosophical goal that we should not expect to achieve 
soon (Elkan, 1994)”

2. These taxonomies “draw attention to the fact that there are a large 
number of different types of ignorance and uncertainty” (Parsons, 
2001) 

3. “Comparing all the different types of uncertainty suggested in the 
different classifications, it is possible to extract some common 
concepts” (Parsons, 2001)



Scope: disciplinary taxonomy 

•we restrict to a specific field, e.g. ecology or machine learning



Scope: domain taxonomy 

the area of interest is more specific such as volunteered-geographic information (VGI) or 
dynamical adaptive systems



Domain taxonomy: some comments 

• The more narrow the domain, the more specific the classification and 
terminology

• Domain ontology can be useful in understanding where uncertainty is 
and then where to act to manage it

• When building a domain classification, the general picture of 
uncertainties should be clear

•



Criteria of the classification 

• •Source: the main criterion, but can have different meanings also depending 
on the domain
• Data Uncertainty  or User Uncertainty [VGI]
• Spatial/temporal/linguistic uncertainties [Digital Humanities]
• Requirement/project/runtime uncertainties [Dynamically Adaptive 

Systems]
• Concrete manifestation: where you can see the effect of uncertainty

• Psycological and social consequences, effect on diagnosis, prognosis or 
therapy, etc. [clinical genome sequencing]

• Who is carrying the uncertainty  
• Patient, family, paziente, physician [clinical genome sequencing]



Not only taxonomies: Multiple perspectives 



Not only taxonomies: multiple dimensions 



The uncertainty of uncertainty classification 

• An example in a deeper way: three-valued logics
• How a simple change (wrt classical logic) can generate a great 

variety of problems and  solutions
•



Three-valued logics  
Interpretations of the third value



Three-valued logics

• A third value besides true/1 and false/0


• No agreement on the interpretation of the third value


• Ontological: uncertainty is a matter of fact


• Epistemic: uncertainty is a flaw in our knowledge


• Several connectives/logics are possible according to the interpretation



Ontological interpretation

• Half-true: The intuition is that for some propositions, truth is a matter of 
degree. This is typical of fuzzy logic. 


• Example A man whose height is 1.80 m is tall, a man with height 1.60m is 
not tall. A man whose height is 1.70 m is half tall


• Example typical vs borderline case



Ontological interpretation

• Undefined (Kleene): the 
undefined state corresponds to 
the choice of the argument of a 
(Boolean) function outside its 
definition domain


• Example “The book in the image 
has more than 200 pages”



Ontological interpretation

• Irrelevant: the idea is that in 
some possible worlds, 
propositions are not applicable


• Example “All ravens are black”



Epistemic interpretation

• Unknown (Kleene): a proposition is unknown if its (Boolean) truth-value cannot be 
computed for some reason


• Example In a database about houses, the surface of a house is not known (but it 
exists!)


• Inconsistent: the third value stands for a proposition which is both true and false → 
paraconsistent logics 

• Example We have a witness which says I was in Como at 10am on the 18 March 
2022 and a witness which says I was in Milan. 

•Thus, not enough vs too much information





Epistemic interpretation

• Possible (Łukasiewicz): a proposition is Possible if its truth-value will be only 
known in the future


• Example The 13 Aprile 2022 it will rain in Milano



A (partial) list of three-valued logics

• Lukasiewicz


• Godel


• Kleene


• Bochvar


• Priest


• Sette


• Sobocinski


• Nelson


